STATE IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT: BROKEN STRATEGIES
STATE AND LOCAL IMMIGRATION LAW ENFORCEMENT WASTES RESOURCES BECAUSE IT DOES NOT TARGET SERIOUS PUBLIC SAFETY
THREATS OR MAKE COMMUNITIES SAFER. The Major Cities Chiefs Police Association stated that local enforcement of immigration “undermines
the trust and cooperation with immigrant communities which are essential elements of community-oriented policing.” As polls show, 44% of
Latinos—regardless of legal status—are less likely to call the police if they are a victim of a crime, including victims of domestic violence.

Data from six counties in Washington shows that 84%
of those deported through the Secure Communities1 program
either had no criminal conviction or were charged with or
convicted of low-level, non-felonies that included speeding
tickets and other minor infractions.

In Los Angeles County,
California, which has a
Latino population of more
than 4 million, 40% of
Latinos say they are less likely
to call the police if they have
been a victim of a crime.

Davidson County Sheriff’s Office in Tennessee
reported that 85% of those processed through
the county’s 287(g)2 agreement were for
traffic violations or other minor, non-violent
misdemeanor arrests (fishing without a license,
driving without a license, trespass, etc.).

In Colorado, 68% of
detainers3 ICE issued were
placed on immigrants with no
criminal violations at all.

After Maricopa County, Arizona Sheriffs Department shifted
its focus to immigration enforcement and signed a 287(g) 2
agreement with ICE, the Department focused on immigration
enforcement to the detriment of its other duties. As the
Department spent more time and resources on pursuing
undocumented immigrants, it failed to properly investigate dozens
of serious felony cases, and response times on life-threatening
emergencies slowed across the county while arrest rates plunged.

The Department of Justice
found that the Alamance
County Sheriff’s Office in
North Carolina engaged
in a pattern or practice
of discriminatory
policing against Latinos,
such as targeting Latino
drivers for traffic stops
or arresting Latinos for
minor traffic violations,
while issuing citations or
warnings to non-Latinos
for the same violations.
In Orange County,
Florida, 63% of those
deported under their Secure
Communities1 program were
not convicted of a crime.

1 Secure Communities is an immigration enforcement program administered nationwide by DHS whereby fingerprints submitted by local police to the FBI are automatically checked against federal
immigration databases.
2 Under Section 287(g) of the Immigration and Nationality Act, DHS may deputize selected state and local law enforcement officers through formal agreements to perform the functions of federal
immigration agents. Like employees of ICE, 287(g) officer can arrest someone suspected of being removable and issue detainers.
3 The civil immigration detainer form (Form I-213) requests that local police continue to hold a person in custody for no more than 48 hours to effectuate transfer into DHS custody.
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